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A trumpet call
to all FGB men

W

e are living in exciting times. At the recent National Council
Meeting on December 7th, God spoke very clearly to all the
National Directors present at the event. We believe He has
told us that He is about to move in a new way. In the meanwhile, He is
sharpening us like knives or tools for that day.
It seems to the Council therefore that at this
strategic time, every member needs to seek the
Lord as to whether the Lord is calling him to be a
part of this move of God. When God moves, as
we believe He will, the Body needs to come
together as one, with the wholehearted commitment of every member. We need to be ready
and equipped when the Spirit moves.

New phase of FGB ministry
Therefore we are inviting every Chapter President to call the Chapter together to seek the
Lord’s will for the Chapter. We want to encourage every member to play an active part in this
‘Every member needs to
new phase of FGB ministry. In fact, as reported
seek the Lord,’ writes Peter
by the Directors, several Chapters have already
Spreckley, chairman of the
been led of the Lord to wait on Him seeking His
Council (UK and Ireland).
direction before organising any events for 2013.
A more detailed summary of what the Lord revealed to the Council and
our interpretation of what we should do as Chapters, follows:



As Jehoshaphat (2 Chronicles 20, verse 12): ‘We do not know what to
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to do, but our eyes are on You (Lord)’.



The Lord has forgiven us, so we are set
free to walk in the Kingdom.



Wait on the Lord for He is preparing us
as a tool (sharpened knives) to be used with
great effect as God moves.



His Glory is given to us (John 17) as His
authority and radiance.
His Glory released from us will provide not only a protective covering but light for
our path to walk with Jesus (not distracted by the world) but clearly hearing from
the Lord.
We are convinced that God is preparing us as a tool in His mighty hand to achieve
His purposes in these latter days, with an outpouring of His power and glory.
We believe that God is challenging us to be intimate with the Lord and be led by
His Spirit to ‘launch new boats’: new ways of effectively reaching out for the extension of His kingdom. Every member needs to hear from the Lord to confirm his calling from God and to move with the Lord when He directs: being prepared to continue the FGB ministry both in the usual way and in different ways as the Lord directs.
Already, some chapters are preparing to outreach in different ways: praying for
businesses and holding different style meetings in different venues. However, we
believe every Chapter is unique and God will lead us as individual members and
individual Chapters and He will release His power as we release His Glory (which He
has already given to us).
This is the challenge for each of
us, we as Directors of the Fellowship can only share what the Lord
is saying to us, that we might encourage you all to walk with us in
the Holy Spirit’s guidance.

‘God is challenging each of us to
be intimate with the Lord and
be led by His Spirit’

Peter Spreckley, Chairman of the
National Council (UK & Ireland)
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PRAISE REPORTS FROM THE UK NATIONAL CONVENTION 2012

God’s word to us

Above: Dr Bruce Allen, our
main speaker; also pictured
below: Mike and Jan Bryant,
Bruce Allen, with Peter and
Mary Spreckley and John and
Theresa Makan.

Our hearts were thrilled at the
recent UK Convention. Perhaps
it is best summed up in the
words of Rik Van Neste, the
Belgium National Director, who
felt that God’s prophetic word
to us was: “Do not focus on
dead dreams — focus on Me
Rik Van Neste,
alone. Come up higher with Me, Belgium Director
abide and continue to dwell with
Me. Revival is about the Power of My Presence.
I long to see My Bride ready, purified . . . full of
persistence, faith, determination and power!
You are examples for many, so continue to
press in. Fruitfulness comes from intimacy with
Me alone! ” Hallelujah!
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UK CONVENTION: KEY SUMMARIES

The key is to come to a place of rest
where we cease from our own works and
striving to make things happen. Rather, we
focus on Jesus, and out of that intimacy we
grow in our trust in Him and His Word and
begin to walk in the Spirit, and are open
to hear the voice of God.
So, in our ministry we drop the formulas, and ask God what He is doing in the
situation.
Bruce also shared that it is the birthright of every Christian to see God face-toface. He reminded us that Jesus only did
the things He saw His father doing, (John
5:19).
In our case, being spiritually blind is
more incapacitating than being physically
blind. Why? Because the realm of the
Spirit is the true reality.
God promises: “Call to Me, and I will answer you, and show you great and mighty
things, which you do not know.” (Jer.33:3).

Dr Bruce Allen: ‘Jesus Christ is to be
our magnificent obsession, nothing
else.’

Foundation of
true ministry

I

n his first session, Dr Bruce Allen
emphasised the need to understand
that the formation of the character
of Jesus in us is more important than
our seeking the gifts and the anointing,
because intimacy leads to the revelation
which needs to be birthed in us before it is
released through us. Intimacy brings revelation and out of that will come the miracles.

The purpose of our life is not exclusively
to be focused upon the doing but rather
on the becoming. To become like Jesus is
to be the major pursuit of our life. True
worship of God is to be obedient to His
Word.
Proverbs 23:26 says, “My son, give me
your heart, and let your eyes observe my
ways.” First, you’ve got to give Him your
heart, then we will observe His ways.
Bruce provoked us to move to a higher
level, supporting this teaching with scripture and his own personal testimony.
In his powerful book, “Gazing into
Glory,” Dr Bruce Allen explains that the
mind is the major battleground when it
comes to engaging the enemy. He discusses the importance of a pure heart and a
sanctified imagination.
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The birthright of
every believer

from “spectacular ministries” to our primary ministry which is towards God Himself.
From rest, intimacy and passion comes
character. This leads, through a crucified
life, into walking as Jesus did, in the glory.

n the second session, Bruce, building
on the foundation of rest and intimacy, led us into the realm of seeing
Jesus face-to-face, the birthright of
every born again Christian.

Using familiar passages, that we are seated with Jesus in heavenly places and that
He is in us, Bruce showed us how we can
activate them to make walking in the glory
our experience with dramatic effect on
ourselves and others.

I

“Blessed are the pure in heart, for
they shall see God,” (Matt. 5:8).
Bruce took us on a journey through
the true (Hebrew) meaning of discipleship,
dealing with the barriers (“the tyranny of
the natural realm”), and, above all, the
cost (the crucifixion of the flesh) and much
more. But it is also all about passion, (“our
passion arrests a passionate God”).
Again, scripture supports all Bruce
teaches and he has his own exciting stories. Christianity indeed can be fun and an
adventure - if we so choose!

Walking in
the glory
The richness of Bruce’s teachings at the
Convention is evident via the high quality
CDs and DVDs now available (see details
on Page 9).
In his third session, Bruce moved on
from rest, intimacy and seeing Jesus faceto-face into the importance of character –
becoming like Jesus. Unless we have the
character of Jesus, how can we do the
things that Jesus does? (See John 14:12).
Bruce taught how we need to move

It’s later than
we think
In his final session, Bruce took us into the
prophetic significance of the Third and
Seventh days in Scripture, to raise our
hope and expectation.
“But, beloved, do not forget this one
thing, that with the Lord one day is a thousand years, and a thousand years as one
day, “ (2 Peter 3:8).
Bruce reminded us that from the time
of Jesus until the turn of the century, we
have completed 2,000 years — or two
days. Historically, we can count backward
4,000 years to Adam. So, from Adam to
the turn of the century, we have completed 6,000 years or, according to this scripture, six days. We are now early morning
on the seventh day.
Jesus is coming back sooner than many
realise. The Son of Man is the Lord of The
Seventh Day. We are about to see the release of the Lordship of Jesus Christ in the
earth, in our lives, and in our gatherings
unlike anything we have ever witnessed
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or experienced before.

Costly sacrifice

Bruce highlighted the importance of
“the seventh day“ with some inspired
“unpacking” of events recorded in scripture, so provoking those of us with
“consistent passion” to move into our destiny – not only having the character of Jesus but also doing what he does. He truly
invited us to go to a new level.

In an encouraging session for the ladies,
Jan Bryant (pictured here) recalled the
story of the woman with the alabaster jar
of very precious ointment, who prophetically anointed Jesus at Bethany, six days
before the Passover.
Jan spoke about
the sacrificial and
often seemingly
‘unnoticed’ service to the Lord
which is nevertheless remembered
by Him.

The quality of
our faith
Makan (pictured below) also minJ ohn
istered powerfully at the Convention.

Jan went to
share from her
own experiences and how the Lord will at
some time in our lives “break open the jar”,
which is symbolic of us, so that the costly
fragrance “fills the house.”

John was born in Eastern Europe with a
Slovak and Slavic heritage, and was delighted to be with us in Nottingham, with his
wife, Theresa, who is from the Philippines.
John shared in
depth how the
issue of faith has
been mis-taught.
For instance, Jesus
never talked about
the size of our
faith, rather the
quality of it. The
reference to the
mustard seed was
never to its size,
but its potential (see Matt. 17:20 and Matt.
13:31-32, in the King James translation).

Jan also shared about some of her own
heavenly experiences.

Pastor Mike Bryant
(married to Jan), also
brought prophetic
insights at the Convention.
Mike, from Folkestone, will be the
main speaker at the
FGB’s Severnside/
Southwest 22nd Men's Advance at Brunel Manor, Torquay, on January 25-27.
The theme of the weekend is ‘The Glory
Realm.’

So we should not be asking for more
faith, but “how does it work?” Understanding this helps us to enter the rest which
Bruce teaches on, and positions us to receive all, including the giftings, that the
Lord has for us.

See Page 16 for more details.
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UK NATIONAL CONVENTION 2012

Special DVD/CD offer

Y

ou will be inspired to watch the
Convention DVDs which have been
recorded to broadcast quality.

The full set of nine DVDs is available for
£25, including the DVD of the 13 ‘Brief

Encounter’ interviews. A single DVD is
£6 for any specified session or the Brief
Encounters.
Audio versions (CDs) are available at
half the DVD prices (i.e. £12.50 per set and £3 per CD). Send your order to:
The FGB National Office at PO Box 11, Knutsford, Cheshire WA 16 6QP
Please make the cheque payable to FGBMFI (UK and Ireland).
-----------------------------------------------------

ORDER FORM Please send me the following DVD/CDs (as ticked) :
A full set of DVDs (UK National Convention 2012) at £25 set.
Single DVD for a specified session at £6 per DVD.
Please state which session: ______________
Audio CDs at £12.50 per set.
Single audio CD for a specific session at £3 per CD.
Please state which session: ______________
Name__________________________________________________________
Address________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_________________________________Post code______________________
I enclose a cheque for £_______ payable to FGBMFI (UK & Ireland).
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National flags of Russia, Belgium, France, Ireland, United Kingdom, Canada, Nigeria.

Powerful
testimonies
at Russian
Convention
The flags (above) indicate
some of the countries that
have held National Conventions in recent months—
pictured, right, are some
glimpses of the Convention
in St Petersburg, Russia.
FGB-BMF representatives
from eight nations outside
Russia – (Finland, Germany,
India, Latvia Lithuania, Malta, Switzerland and the UK)
— were among those
attending.
Andrey
Klementyev, FGBMFI VicePresident, Russia, coordinated arrangements for
the Convention, supported
by Yury Smirov, also an
FGBMFI Vice-President, Russia, with Anna Loginenkova
(administration) and a local
FGB team. Serjei Bauer coordinated for BMF Russia.
John Walker, FGBMFI President of the European Council, warmly thanked Andrey
for all his work in arranging
the convention. The European Council meeting was

the evening before the
convention began.

John Watt, a BMF UK
National Director, shared
the God-given Vision as
Lithuanian brothers
were among those who led received by Demos. John
has a great love for Russia
inspired times of praise
and has made 25 visits to
and worship. The prothe nation to encourage
gramme included daily
BMF men there to stay
prayer sessions, global
testimonies, teaching and focused on Jesus as our
leader and to follow the
ministry sessions.
promptings of the Holy
It was a huge blessing to
Spirit.
hear how many Russian
Peter Spreckley, chairbrothers, who had once
man
of the FGB National
lived corrupt and violent
Council
in the UK, shared
lives, had been transon
healing
– and the need
formed since they had an
for
us
to
command
each of
encounter with Jesus.
the
‘mountains
in
our
lives’
Various men reported how
to
become
as
nothing,
subGod has blessed their enmitting
to
the
will
of
God.
terprises, enabling them to
Peter spoke of healings
support church and comexperienced on ministry
munity initiatives.
trips to visits to Africa.
Russian FGB and BMF
Other speakers included
men also shared how God
Martin
Krugel from the
had miraculously delivered
German
national board,
them from war zone frontContinued on facing page
line experiences.
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NEWS IN BRIEF

Encouraging
times in
France

St Petersburg Cathedral

Continued from facing page
and Vidayathil Wilson, BMF
National Director, India, who
spoke on the importance of
integrity and holiness in the
lives of every man in FGB and
BMF.
Rodney Radcliffe, FGB EC
Secretary, referring to the
book, The Happiest People on
Earth, quoted the passage
where it says – “ If anyone
assumes a function that wasn’t his, he not only did a second rate job, he blocked the
flow of power to the person
it did belong to.” Rodney
testified to remarkable results in London through
teamwork, such as booking
shortfalls being overcome
and all costs being met.
A longer version of this report
appears on the website of the
Full Gospel Global Forum at
www.fg-gf.net

Chris Chamberlain from
FGB UK was recently in
the resort and spa town of
Vichy, in central France,
(right) where annual
conventions have been
held for the past 22 years. Plans are now being made
for a European Convention there (May 3-5, 2013).
Chris reports: “Alan Jorel, the French FGB President,
told me he is hoping for 1,500 people!”
At the 2012 Vichy convention, Chris was impressed
by the testimonies, in particular that of a brother
called Emmanuel who had once apparently died after
being stung 56 times by hornets on a building site.
Emmanuel, a man of robust faith and now fully
recovered, was revived after four hours and claimed
to have experienced a foretaste of heaven. Speaking
with great passion, Emmanuel said he believed Jesus
was coming again soon. “The time when Christians
just passively listened to sermons is over,” he
declared, “It’s time for us to live the life – to start
bearing the fruit of the Holy Spirit!”
For other testimonies, visit www.ctm-fgbmfi.fr
Recommended reading
Among the books at the UK Convention that echo
the main teaching by Dr Bruce Allen are:
“The Prophetic Promise of the Seventh Day,” and
“Gazing into Glory” which highlights every
believer’s birthright to walk in the supernatural.
Also recommended: “The Glory of God,” by
Pastor Guillermo Maldonado. All three titles are
available via Amazon UK.
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A hundred guests prepare to take their seats for the Norwich VIP Christmas Dinner

Many Christmas
outreach events
FGB chapters across the UK and Ireland
once again organised special outreach
events during December. These events
ranged from a packed VIP Dinner at the
Brook Hotel, Norwich, attended by the
Lord Mayor and local community leaders,
to the Warrington Dinner with football
star Fabrice Muamba (see report on facing page), to comedian Bobby Ball
speaking at Letchworth and Stevenage
Christmas events.
The Norwich event was presented as a
CTI (County Towns Initiative) event
organised by FGB to honour the work of
many Christian social action groups in the

region. The speakers were Gavin Shuker
MP, who is on the Opposition frontbench
team in Parliament, and George
Osborne, the young evangelist from
Avanti Ministries. They gave powerful
personal testimonies; there was also
special music by the gifted singer,
Annette Phillips. The guests ranged from
council chairmen and civic leaders to
professional and business people and
representatives from the Prison Service.
Incidentally, December was also a big
month for Norwich president Dr Barrie
Lawrence, (right) whose
evangelistic book, There
must be more to life
than this, was published
by New Wine, with a
forward by evangelist
Don Double.
Barrie Lawrence

VIP Christmas Dinner: John Wright, (right), introduced the speakers, Gavin Shuker,
MP and George Osborne, and professional singer Annette Philllips.
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He describes his 'miraculous recovery'
from his cardiac arrest as his most amazing experience — with the doctors' help,
but even more through the power and the
presence of God. Fabrice’s recovery was
without signs of brain damage, but also
with the knowledge of God's presence
with him throughout his ordeal: so much
so that he immediately started to praise
God in tongues (an unknown language)
for the first time in his life.

Fabrice Muamba: so grateful

Fabrice thanks God for
remarkable recovery

He now lives with a strong calling from
God to share the good news of Jesus his
Saviour and Lord and the power of the
Holy Spirit for all Christians.

Premiership footballer Fabrice Muamba
shared his remarkable testimony at an
FGB Warrington dinner in December.

In October, Fabrice was married to
Shauna Magunda at Peckforton Castle in
Cheshire. The pair met while he was playing for Birmingham City and she was studying for a master's degree at Birmingham
City University.

Nine months ago he was lying on the
White Hart Lane turf after collapsing and
suffering a cardiac arrest during an FA Cup
tie, with doctors saying he was ‘in effect
dead’ for almost 80 minutes.
The ‘miracle recovery’ of the popular
24-year-old football star was front page
news in many countries.
Dr Andrew Deaner, the cardiologist and
Tottenham Hotspur supporter who leapt
from his seat in the crowd and rushed on
to the pitch to help Fabrice after the Bolton midfielder suffered a cardiac arrest,
later described the player's recovery as
‘miraculous’.

Len and Lydia give thanks

Born in Zaire (now the Democratic Republic of the Congo), in a Christian family,
Muamba moved to England at the age of
11, and despite being unable to speak
English, he went on to achieve 10 GCSEs
and A-levels in English, French and mathematics. He subsequently played for the
England under-21 team and became a
professional footballer.

Len Brookes, the former FGBMFI
Office Co-ordinator in Europe, pictured here with his wife Lydia, is
praising God for a remarkable recovery following cancer treatment for
his stomach and lungs. Psalm 23 was
a huge encouragement to Len while
he was in hospital.
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LONDON JANUARY 2013

Leaders meet again
in London for FGB-BMF
Global Prayer Summit
As this edition of Vision was going to press,
like-minded leaders who share the Full
Gospel Vision were once again meeting in
London for a Global Leadership Prayer
Summit. There was a mighty blessing at
the previous 2012 Summit, as leaders from
20 nations met together at the Holiday Inn,
close to London Heathrow Airport.
Jimmy Rogers, a delegate from North
America, spoke for many when he wrote
later that the BMF-FGB Global Prayer Summit “was much greater than I could ever
have imagined. After more than 50 years
of being involved in FGBMFI and experiencing first-hand most of the challenges that
the Fellowship faced, I realised that only
God by the power of the Holy Spirit could
bring about peace between the vast number of men from various global regions . . .

A new beginning
“I knew that this event was undoubtedly
ordained by the Holy Spirit. It was evident
that God was giving us a new beginning to
get our focus back on fulfilling the vision
that He had given us through Demos

Above, the Holiday
Inn, Heathrow, venue
for the 2013 London
Prayer Summit , January 10-12; and right,
the report from the
2012 event.

Shakarian in the early 1950s.”
Out of that 2012 London Summit, the
Full Gospel Global Forum (FGGF) was established. This is a simple information hub
— with a website for networking, mutual
support, encouragement and co-operation
on common projects both nationally and
globally. (Visit www.fg-gf.net ).
FGGF is organised by a small group of like
-minded organisations around the world,
who were led clearly by the Lord to put
this event on, and chose London as a globally central venue. The FGGF is a response
to a call for FGB/BMF leaders in nations to
further fellowship, network, and move
forward together in greater unity and
Continued on facing page
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Blessings in Ireland
The 35th All Ireland Convention at Tralee in
County Kerry, was “a wonderful success” with
Trevor Bendrien and his music team leading in
praise and worship. Guest speakers were
Graham Jones, (originally from the UK and now
and international speaker) and Carol and Allan
O'Soup from Saskatchewan.

Stuart Cripps: ‘The Full Gospel Global
Forum is a network closely knit
together, but loosely associated.’

London Summit
Continued from facing page
harmony. FGGF does not exercise
any spiritual or organisational authority over national ministries.
National organisations that are
associated with the FGGF are not
linked to any central global oversight. The national ministries join in
fellowship with leaders who are furthering the same Vision and Mission
for the extension of the kingdom of
God, regardless of name or affiliation, while maintaining their respective organisation’s identity and integrity.
Stuart Cripps, who is Secretary of
the FGGF, (and also the Executive
Officer of FGB UK and Ireland), says
that groups within the Global Forum
are united in the Holy Spirit and in
the Vision — “closely knit together,
but loosely associated.”

Delegates were greatly encouraged - there
were also 20 decisions
for Christ among the
visitors and a similar
number were filled with
the Holy Spirit. Reflecting on the event,
John Gates, FGB national director, said ‘there
was a sweet presence of
God . . . it was a beautiful convention.’
All the event’s finanDirector John Gates:
cial needs were covered,
so encouraged
with extra funds
received. Meanwhile, In Northern Ireland,
Costa Coffee has opened its
doors to our newest outreach
in Belfast. The coffee shop in
the busy Boucher Road area
has given FGB members the
use of their premises for breakfast meetings
between 8am and 10am on a Saturday morning,
free of charge. “All we have to do is for each
one to buy a breakfast . . . everyone is welcome
and first-time visitors get a free breakfast. We
plan to meet on the third or fourth Saturday of
the month.
“As Boucher Road Costa is surrounded by
many businesses, we can invite any local business workers to join us for breakfast before
work and hear what God can do for their business and life in general.”
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Guest Speaker

FGB 22nd Severnside / Southwest

Mike Bryant

Men's Advance

Mike lives in the glory realm and
has a heart to see God's glory on
earth. His ministry has been
birthed through prophecy, and
people are healed and delivered, and lives
transformed by the power of God. Praise and
worship will be led by Simon Morgan.

Friday evening to Sunday lunchtime,

January 25-27, 2013 at

The cost for the weekend is £135 per person
which includes accommodation, all meals,
morning coffee and registration fee. ; Saturday
day rate, £30; cheques are payable to FGBMFI.
Friday registration is from 3pm onwards.
For details of the event, contact:
Richard Cordy 0117 986 5844. Email
richardcordy@hotmail.com

Brunel Manor, Torquay

Brunel Manor is located in beautiful parkland
overlooking Torbay on the A379 Sahaldon to
Torquay Road. Visit www.brunelmanor.com for
details. Vegetarian meals available and facilities

Teignmouth Road, Torquay, Devon. TQ1 4SF

Theme: The Glory of God

the historic Welsh Revival. Also
speaking and singing is John
Gaughan, (right), the well-known
former Herman’s Hermit singer/
songwriter, who now has a truly
remarkable testimony.

FGB South-East Advance
With Graham Jones and John Gaughan

February 15-16, 2013
Venue: King Charles Hotel, Brompton Road,
Gillingham, Kent, ME7 5QT.
This event is open to all, but please pre-book.
Our theme is:

Pouring out His Glory
Graham Jones was a main speaker at the recent All Ireland FGB Convention. He leads a
vibrant church in Southern France in the heart
of Muslim, Catholic and nonbelieving communities and is now
launching a church in the US.
Graham has a passion for revival
to come again just as it was told to
him by his grandfather who saw
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For event details, contact Terry Lowe on 01634
666 323 or Hugh Saunders on 01435 864 040;
email Hugh at woodwarduk@btinternet.com
or Terry at mafeking23@aol.com
Website: fgb-medway.co.uk
John Gaughan is the main speaker at the Friday
evening banquet, February 15th ; the all-day
Saturday programme on February 16th starts
with a full English breakfast at 8.30am and
concludes with a evening at banquet at 6pm.
There is plenty of free parking — 50 yards from the
traffic lights in Prince Arthur Road, Gillingham.

Encouragment
from Belgium
Among the warm expressions of
thanks to the organising team
for the recent UK Convention in
Nottingham, were these words
from Rik and Sabine Neste
from Belgium: “The event was
great, and inspiring to us . . . we
are still talking about it. It
brought us all to a higher level,
closer to Him.
“Never underestimate the
great impact that the FGB UK
has had on Belgium through the
ordinary men who came to us ...
I want to say thanks to you for
keeping going for Kingdom purposes, despite opposition.
These seeds [you have sown]
were designed, birthed, guided
and watered by the Holy Spirit.”
Rik said he also appreciated
the emphasise of the Convention on “the deeper things of
God . . . the evidence of the
supernatural, the reviving
‘weight’ of God’s Presence, as
we come face-to-face with
Jesus.”
Rik and Sabine added: “We
love and appreciate you and the
anointing that is on your lives.
The greatest Harvest is about to
come, due to people like you
who have paid the price to keep
searching, keep going for Kingdom purposes! Loads of love
and greetings!”
See page 3 for Rik’s prophetic
word for us in the UK and Ireland.

Spreading the Vision . . .

A

mong the resources available from
the FGB National Office is the
recently reprinted membership form.
These are ideal for giving to friends of
the Fellowship who are not yet members.
The folders feature an encouraging
overview of the Fellowship and its aims.
There is also a handy form included for
giving to the Fellowship via a Standing
Order. Perhaps this New Year is a good
time to review and increase our giving?
We do our best to keep costs to a minimum, but as you know it costs on average
£6 a month per member to maintain our
National Office, equal to £72 a year.
God is honoured by our gifts, (Exodus
35:22), and He rewards us for giving to
others. For as Jesus said: “If anyone gives
you even a cup of water because you
belong to the Messiah, I assure you, that
person will be rewarded, ” (Mark 9:41).
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never imagined. And I am stirring up
within you a greater hunger and an
understanding of the deep things, the
secret things of the Most High. For you
are a peculiar generation.

And finally . . .
a prophetic word as we
enter the New Year

I

t has been My Heart’s desire for
many generations to raise up a
generation that would yearn and
long to know Me face to face, to
move aside the religious blockade that
has been placed between Me and My
people.
And this is the generation that I have
chosen to know their God face to face.
And so I am releasing to this generation
and to My people an understanding of
My Word by the breath of revelation that
I release by My Spirit. And I am releasing
My people from chains that are not made
by human hands, but that have been
made by tradition and that have been
made my human reasoning and that have
kept you from the Kingdom of God.

You shall see the fulfilment and the
conclusion of the matter. You are a generation that has been chosen by Me to
show forth the praises of your God, and
you shall do that by coming into the fullness of the stature of the knowledge of
God whose you are. And so I am saying
to my people, My Heart that has yearned
for this moment is now being fulfilled
because My desire is fulfilled.
And in the days ahead, I will take you
on an adventure in the realm of the Spirit
beyond anything you could ask or think
— beyond even reason or a comprehension of a carnal nature, but it will resonate within your spirit to such an extent
because you are My children made in My
image, created for My glory, and you
shall know My ways.

For I have chosen you in this generation to walk in the courts of your King, to Extract from “Gazing Into Glory,” by Dr Bruce
see that land that is afar off, and to know Allen. For more details, see website:
your God in ways past generations have www.stillwatersinternational.org

FGB
Full Gospel Businessmen’s
Fellowship in UK & Ireland
P.O. Box 11, Knutsford, Cheshire, WA16 6PQ
Tel: 01565 632 667 Email: office@fgbmfi.org.uk
Website: www.fgbmfi.org.uk
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